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End of the season – Part 2.   
 

Reminder: Annual Picnic and Business Meeting…Saturday 
June 8th.  Noon until whenever.   
Same place as the past three years. 
   115 Pine Hill Rd.    
   Hollis, NH.   
Bob’s Phone:  603-465-3785 
BFallier@Email.com 
bfallier@Email.com 
 

     Please RSVP Soon!   I need to know how many people to 
prepare for.  Food, drinks, chairs, etc.     Call or Email me!!!  
Please bring munchies, chips, dips, deserts, salads, fruit bowls, 
your favorite summer recipes.    Maybe “Peteski” will bring 
another N-Trak cake for us.   Burgers/dogs/brats and soft drinks 
will be provided.    
 

     If you haven’t been here before, only ten minutes off Rt. 3 
(Everett Turnpike), Exit 6.   Route 130 west toward 
Hollis/Brookline, and then only 1 turn onto Pine Hill Rd.    
 

     The Stoneman and Turkey Divide garden RR will be running.   
The layout downstairs may not be.  Still waiting for my Digitrax 
booster to come back from repair.   More on those later. 
 

Let’s Get Busy…  
     Since our show schedule has been cut back a little, maybe 
we should consider that as an opportunity.   Shows that we 
haven’t done for a while or new shows?   You tell me.  Let’s talk 
about them at the meeting and work out a schedule for the 
coming year.   That also brings up two important points:    
 

1) old modules in desperate need of mechanical or scenery 
overhaul and connector upgrade/replacement.  
 

2) Transportation.   Now that we have a nice big trailer and a 
place to store all the club owned stuff, we really need to figure 
out the logistics of getting it from place to place.   For the recent 
Hooksett show, Jeff Putnam drove 2 hours from the far side of 
New Hampshire to pick it up and bring it to Hooksett.   Jeff was 
also willing to drive it back to his home (nearly in Vermont) and 
then bring it to my house for the picnic.   Matt was then willing to 
take it back to Amesbury, which is great, but Matt lives way out 
in the Springfield area.   Very much appreciated of both Jeff and 
Matt, but rather unfair, too.    We seem to have a problem that 
needs fixing.   If we are going to have a trailer, then we 
obviously need to have a good means of  

transporting it.   ‘Nuff said.   
 

     Speaking of the Hooksett show.  We had a 
problem with one of our members.  Rest assured 
this long-term problem has been resolved, 
permanently.  I won’t go into any details in this 
newsletter.   There are many things we can forgive, 
and we often find ourselves giving someone a 
chance to redeem themselves.   But theft from 
another member is inexcusable and I have no 
recourse but to terminate membership.    
 

     With the unusually cool and wet spring, (forties 
in mid-May?), I’d bet most of us have been inside 
waiting for the weather to clear and get busy 
outside.   Meanwhile – why not spend a little time 
on those modules?   I know, I’ve said it many times 
before.   No more excuses.    
 

     A work day?   Last summer Dan wanted to have 
a work day for the trailer.  Work got done, lots of 
work got done, but not many people around to help 
lighten the load.   If there is more to be done, then 
let’s set a date and do it.   TBD at the business 
meeting on June 8th.  
 

     Several important topics will be discussed 
including leadership roles for Winterfest, a bridge 
for shows, dues, financials, elections, and the 
2019-2020 show schedule.  Bring your ideas and 
suggestions.    
 

     Looking at the Virginia N-TRAK newsletter that 
Roland sent out earlier this month, I took a real 
interest in the unusual shape for one of their show 
layouts.   

Continued on page 2 
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Inside and outside corners or inside corners turned 
backwards?   I like the idea.   Maybe we should get a little more 
creative when we can.   Just a thought.   

 

Throttles Found   
A couple of months back I noted that once again we had 

lost our Digitrax throttles.  The good news is that they 
reappeared.   They also now have lanyards attached and NENT 
labels.   They will be kept in a nice bright yellow instrument bag.  
Hard to miss when we are packing up so hopefully, we won’t 
misplace them again.   We also have two BLI address changers 
in the bag and George has provided a substantial battery so that 
we don’t need to string electrical cords around to test decoders or 
change addresses.    

  

The Stoneman and Turkey Divide Railroad.  As if I don’t 
have enough to keep busy, I’ve been hard at work outside.  Rain 
or shine.   Starting as soon as the snow cleared, around April 2nd 
I began to clear a path through the brush and tangle next to and 
beyond my patio.  As of this writing, all 220 feet of track has 
been put down.  Not anchored or ballasted just yet, but at least on 
the ground or on the elevated “piers” for lack of a better term.  
The ground work took quite a bit of effort, pulling out buried 
rotten branches and tree trunks, large and small rocks, and 
endless roots.   At 160 pounds per cubic foot, 27 cu.ft. per yard, 
times three yards, I’ve shoveled about 12,000 pounds of granite, 
moving it from my driveway to the layout.   Good exercise.   
While I certainly don’t need the granite along the elevated south 
loop, I used tons of it in the area along the patio and on the 
ground.  Once the track is properly leveled, I’ll ballast it with 
stone dust.   Stone not used along the right of way will serve as a 
walkway around the area.   

 

For now there is only one turnout motor, I may add more 
later.  What’s cool is how Piko seals them.   100% water proof.  
Not just water resistant, but water proof.   I didn’t believe it until 
I watched a video of a switch motor sitting in a Tupperware 
container full of water and working perfectly, over and over.   
Piko has been demonstrating that with the same machine, for 
years!   Too bad people aren’t as reliable as turnout motors.  No, 
they don’t recommend running either tracks or trains under 
water, in case you were wondering.   If Disney can do it, why 
can’t I?  Well, money for one thing.  But it does give me an idea.   

 

How much $?  Track works out to about $6 per foot.  
Turnouts are $60 plus another $30 to motorize.    I budgeted 
$1200 for landscape materials and about the same for track.  I 
was close on the landscape stuff.  But this is outside and you 
need to take temps into consideration, both summer heat and 
winter cold.   Expansion and contraction, so the track needs to be 
somewhat “fluid” and allowed some movement or the rails will 
pop free from the ties.   Rail joiners, just like we use for N or HO 
are on every track, but there are also clamps that go over the rail 
joiners.  These help ensure electrical contact and stability, but not 
every rail joint should be clamped.  And at $18 for 10 clamps…. 
It adds up fast.  Electrical connections are easy, come in pairs, 
color coded and pre-wired.  Right now there are seven locations 
for power fed from a central buss.   An anti- 

oxidizer is applied to every rail joiner and every rail 
end.  Not something that Piko or LGB mentions doing, but 
experience with cellular antenna systems in harsh 
environments is a good indicator of what happens to 
untreated metal.  

 

Why call it Stoneman & Turkey Divide?  Stoneman 
because of the aching back I have.  I earned it.   And 
Turkey Divide?  Because the darn turkeys seem to think 
I’m working on their turf.   If they’re not careful they 
could become dinner.  

 

Some pictures for you.  
April 2nd: breaking ground and checking elevation 

and grades.   Looking  south. 

Setting up a 10’ diameter test bed for the R7 curved 
track.  Each section is 32” along the back edge and 
15° cut on each end.  No flex track this time, and 
because I don’t want to spend all summer fighting 
bugs and hand-laying track.   

Where will the post holes need to be?   Trying to pre-
assemble this was not a good idea. 

continued on pate 5 
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A Kato Southern Pacific GS-4 gets a Lok 
Sound decoder. 
By Ernie Poole 

 

     While it’s anything but a beginners project, the results I 
got were well worth it.  I thought you might enjoy seeing how 
it was done.  There is also the option of having dealers like 
Tony’s Trains, SBS4DCC.com, and others, do this work for 
you. 
 

Component Description 
 

     I used a Lok Sound 73800 select micro sound decoder.  I 
had the seller, sbs4dcc.com, load the proper sound file, 
number 75837, from the ESU website.  The speaker is a 
sugar cube type with a 3D printed enclosure from the same 
dealer.  The circuitry on the loco board, the terminal board, 
and the backup light in the tender, are custom made by our 
own “Peteski”.  I used brass strip designed for Kato 
passenger car lighting, to bring the four conductors up to the 
terminal strip in the tender.  The decoder is mounted with 
double sided tape and I used 36 gauge black wire because it 
shows between the loco and tender. 
 

     You should also be aware, that programming this 
decoder is complex, and all but impossible without the Loc 
Sound programmer.  There are just so many possible 
variations, that the visual presentation and automatic CV 
writing functions are pretty much mandatory. 
 

Locomotive Modifications 
 

     Pete replaced the two headlight LED’s on the original DC 
board with brighter white ones.  He also rearranged the 
diodes, saving a third wire back to the tender.  This loco 
already has both motor control and track power conductors 
between the two units.  Because of that, I only needed two 
new wires running back to the tender.  One each for the 
headlight and gyralight, since the rearranged diodes provide 
the common return.  Photo 1 shows the finished loco work. 

Tender Modifications 
 

     I started by removing the weight and covering it with 
electrical tape.  No real need, I’m just a cautious guy.  I bent 
and inserted the brass power strips to bring up the motor 
andtrack conductors.  Next I fitted the speaker assembly, 
with just a bit of trimming on the rear tender floor.  I glued 
down the terminal strip, and then mounted the decoder.  I   

next soldered the track and motor wires, the backup 
light wires, and the headlight wires from the loco, to 
the backside of the terminal strip.  The speaker wires 
were next, then one by one, very carefully, I cut each 
decoder wire to length, stripped and tinned it, and 
then soldered it to the corresponding pad on the 
terminal strip. 
 

     Finally, I had to remove the moulded in plastic 
supports that extend down from the inside top of the 
shell, in order to create clearance for the decoder.  
They do not affect the snap fit of tender shell onto the 
frame assembly.  Photo 2 shows the completed 
tender work. 

Testing Phase 
 

     Gut check time!  I placed the reassembled 
locomotive on the programming  track and powered 
up the layout.  I keyed in the new loco address, and 
hit send.  Damn if didn’t work just fine.  After 
changing a few more basic CV’s to be sure I was 
good, I flipped the switch, addressed a throttle, and 
off it went! 
 

Programming Phase 
 

     Peteski needed a test subject for his new Loc 
Sound Programmer, and we sat down one evening 
and spent a few hours figuring out the whole 
process.  The software is busy to say the least, and 
while it works well, there is a bit of a learning curve.  
Be prepared to spend some time getting up to 
speed with it.  In the end we had a nice running, 
fully configured, Kato GS-4, with really good sound 
and motor control. Photo 3 shows the completed 
loco. 

     I liked this result so well, that the next project up 
is to do the same conversion on my UP FEF-3.  
This loco has a coreless motor and only two 
conductors between the loco and tender instead of 
four. So it will be a bit different.  I’m looking forward 
to seeing, and hearing, this proud steamer at the 
front of an excursion train, or maybe even hauling 
the City of Los Angles. 
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     You can of course use them for the usual cable tie 
applications, but you can also simply use them for 
color coding. The whole package of 100 cost me 
about $3, so at 3 cents a piece you can use them 
liberally! You could use colored electrical tape to do 
the same thing, but tape gets old and goopy and falls 
of on its own after a few year, these are very 
permanent and tidy. 

Color Coded Cable Ties 
by Claus Schlund 

 
     When I was in Walmart today, I saw one of the 
products they sell is a bundle of 100 cable ties in 
various colors – conveniently the colors are red, 
yellow, blue, green, and orange. This is exactly one 
color for each of the standard NTRAK main lines – 
even those of us who have the optional green and/or 
orange lines are covered – how nice! 

Hooksettt, NH Show 

An awesome day at the Hooksett Lions Club Train 
Show 

By Russell Putnam 
 

     On Sunday 4/28/2019 the Hooksett Lions Club 
was having their 24th Annual Train Show at 
Cawley Middle School, “Train, Planes and 
Automobiles.”  
Saturday was the set up day for the clubs. My dad 
had to go get the club trailer for NortheastNtrack 
club. The trailer has the yard and the club boxes. 
When I got there some of the members were 
setting up the yard and others were setting up the 
modular layout.  We had a nice size n-scale layout 
with about 11 modulars.   I helped with the set up 
for a little while and then we all took a break for 
lunch.  The Lions club did a good job with lunch. 
After lunch we went back to work. By the 
afternoon we had a running layout which was 
fantastic! 
 

     Sunday was the real train show! All the vendors 
were setting up to get ready for the crowd to come 
and hopefully find a good deal on a locomotive or 
rolling stock or scenery!  Or to just talk trains!  At 
10:00am the doors opened and the crowd of 
people came to see the layouts and buy trains from 
the vendors. There were a lot of venders selling 
trains and other stuff. Between the different scale 
club layouts (n-scale, HO, O) and the many 
vendors that were at the show, there was plenty of 
variety, and something for everyone!   
 

     Our club ran trains without having problems. I 
ran my operation North Pole Christmas train made 
by Kato. At 3:00 the show ended and all the clubs 
and vendors started to break down their displays 
and pack them in their cars, vans and trailers. 
Thank you to the Hooksett Lions Club for putting 
on a great train show and providing such a great 
space.  We are looking forward to next year when it 
will be the 25th Annual Hooksett Lions Club Train 
Show!!!  Hop to see you there!                     

Welcome Back 
 

John Tyndall 
55 South Main Street,  Apt 110 
Manchester,  NH 03102-4429 
603-782-5694 
Tyndalljohn6@aol.com 
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(continued from page 2)  32’ 6x6 timber along the edge of the 
patio for the station and passing siding.   

Seen below is the original planned route for a simple figure-
eight through Turkey Divide.  

At the siding & station: a 6X6 timber border, then parallel 4x4s, 
topped with 3/8” granite.  One of the lamp posts is right where I 
want to put the station.   Guess I’ll have to work around it.  

The 70 foot long south loop takes shape.  At the far 
left the loop is 18” below the station tracks and 3 feet 
above the ground.  

The cross over is roughly level with the station area.  

The lower string is level while the upper string follows 
the incline that I’ll need.  
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Here the elevated loop meets ground level, Big Stump Pass 
on the left and Turkey Divide on the right. 

      Using 2x6 and 2x10 piers with 4x4 posts. Solid 
enough to walk on. The original plans called for a 
viaduct over a tunnel, but the elevation of both levels 
would require several yards of fill.   Maybe someday, 
but not now.   
     Two bridges were added. Below is an all metal, 
highly detailed 46” long bridge from Outdoor Metal 
Models.  Powder coated for longevity.   

And a 3 foot long truss bridge made from white pine.  
Installed May 11th.  

     At the north end of the railroad we exit the station 
area and either take the left fork to Turkey Divide or 
continue a little farther to Big Stump Pass.   Both 
merge where the elevated loop is at ground level.   

And who is the turkey that 
thinks this is his play 
space?  He’s a bit of a 
show-off for the hens.  This 
one is the alpha, there are 
two others seeking 
attention.  

Left. The Big 
Stump Pass was 
an afterthought 
and a result of the 
steep grade 
through Turkey 
Divide.   Either 
route is a 45% 
grade even after 

the ground work. Turkey Divide was 9-10% before 
grading. Big Stump Pass is a little more level after 
passing the big stump (just left of the gravel).  The 
middle is a walking path.  

Left.  View looking 
south toward the 
loop.  This is where 
the only remotely 
operated turnout 
motor needs to be. 
The rest can be all 
manually thrown.  


